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Lecture 4 – Relevance  
For an evidence to be admissible it must: 

1. Be relevant 
2. Not violate an exclusionary rule 
3. Satisfy the discretion of the judge 

Admissibility and relevance 
EA s 56 – relevant evidence to be admissible 

(1) Except as otherwise provided by this Act, evidence that is relevant in a proceeding is admissible in the proceeding 
(2) Evidence that is not relevant in the proceeding is not admissible 

Relevant evidence 
EA s 55 – relevant evidence 

(1) The evidence that is relevant in a proceeding is evidence that, if it were accepted, could rationally affect (directly or 
indirectly) the assessment of the probability of the existence of a fact in issue in the proceeding 

A fact in issue: 
- In a criminal proceeding  

• The elements of the crime 
• The elements of defences (if raised) 

- In a civil proceeding 
• The elements of the plaintiff’s cause of action  
• The elements of any defence raised 

- Facts that have been admitted are no longer ‘in issue’ 
Example: 

- Elements of crime – theft (did the accused grab the handbag?), use of force (did the accused push Ms Ly?) 
- Offender’s identity – date and location may be relevant for possible alibi claim, does the accused have an alibi for the 

time of the alleged crime, does the accused deny being in the location at the relevant time? 
Relevance under the common law 

- Under common law, evidence is relevant if: 
• It is logically relevant (Washer v The State of WA [2007]); and 
• It is sufficiently connected to a fact in issue and not too remote 

R v Stephenson            
- D was accused of driving negligently and killing 3 people I the car he collided with 
- D argued that the blood alcohol level of the 3 people from the other car was relevant 

Held: 
- The driver of the car was not known, and therefore the evidence was not relevant – not even if all of them were over 

the limit 
- Irrelevant if its weight is so minimal that it does not serve to add or detract from the probability of the principle issue 

being established 
- Must be logically relevant, and a connection between (not too remote) 

            
- EA s 55 – (1) the evidence that is relevant in a proceeding is evidence that, if it were accepted, could rationally affect 

(directly or indirectly) the assessment of the probability of the existence of a fact in issue in the proceeding 
- Broad approach to relevant – common law sufficiency requirement abolished 
- Rationally affect – the Act has adopted the common law concept of logical connection 

Two questions determine the relevance of any evidence: 
1. Does the evidence prove a fact in issue in the proceeding? 
2. Could this evidence rationally affect the assessment of the probability of the existence of that fact in issue in the 

proceeding? 
Examples – fact in issue: 

- A stabbing incident – Mark stabbed John during a brawl. He admits that he stabbed John, but claims it was an act of 
self-defence – fact in issues: 

• John was stabbed = not a fact in issue 
• Mark stabbed John using a bottle = a fact in issue (can show to be impromptu) 
• Mark was at the scene of the stabbing when John was stabbed = not a fact in issue 
• John was holding a pocket knife = a fact in issue (shows premeditation) 

- If Mark denied to stabbing John – all would be a fact in issue 
Rationally affect – direct and indirect evidence 
EA s 55(2) – relevant evidence 

(2) In particular, evidence is not taken to be irrelevant only because it relates only to: 
a. The credibility of a witness 
b. The admissibility of other evidence 
c. A failure to adduce evidence 

Example – direct and indirect evidence 
- Fatal car accident due to a red light violation  
- The colour of the light is a fact in issue 
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• Evidence that could directly rationally affect this fact in issue could include evidence of what colour the 
light was 

• Evidence that could indirectly affect this fact in issue could include the characteristics and circumstances 
of the witness who testified about the colour of the light 

- Direct or indirect: 
• What colour the light was when the witness saw the driver = direct 
• Do you were glasses = indirect 
• Did you have glasses on at the time = indirect 
• Direction driving in = indirect 
• Was the light red when the driver drove through it = direct 
• How far away from the accident were you at the time = indirect 

Smith v R [2001] HCA 56          
- Identity evidence in a bank robbery 
- The fact in issue = the identity of the person who appeared in the security camera photos (accused denied it was him) 
- Two police officers who knew the accused gave evidence that the accused was the person shown in the photos 

Is this evidence (the police officers’ testimony) relevant? 
Held: 

- Evidence not relevant 
- Police officers do not provide a relevant answer to whom is in the picture – it is up to the jury 

R v Goodall (cited in Smith)          
- Similar case to Smith 
- Identity evidence in a robbery  
- Fact in issue = the identity of the person who appeared in the security camera photos (accused denied it was him) 
- Two police officer gave evidence of the accused wearing a similar looking jacket shortly before the robbery 

Is this evidence relevant? 
Held: 

- Not relevant 
            
Witness examination 

- Any question asked must satisfy the requirement of relevant under the Evidence Act 
- Any answer must also satisfy the requirement of relevance under the Evidence Act 
- If not, objection (base on relevance) 

Provisional relevant – s 57 EA 
(1) If the determination of the question whether evidence adduced by a party is relevant depends on the court making 

another finding (including a finding that the evidence is what the part claims it to be), the court may find that the 
evidence is relevant – 

a. If it is reasonably open to make that finding; or 
b. Subject to further evidence being admitted at a later stage of the proceeding that will make it reasonably 

open to make that finding (provisionally relevant) 
(2) Without limiting sub (1), if the relevant of evidence of an act done by a person depends on the court making a finding 

that the person and one or more other persons had, or were acting in furtherance of, a common purpose (whether to 
effect an unlawful conspiracy or as part of involvement in the commission of an offence otherwise), the court may use 
the evidence itself in determining whether the common purpose existed 

NB – the evidence must be show ultimately (by the end of the proceedings) to be relevant in order to be admissible: NAB v Rusu 
Relevance and authenticity – s 58 EA inferences as to relevance 

(1) If a question arises as to the relevance of a document or thing, the court may examine it and may draw any reasonable 
inference from it, including an inference as to its authenticity or identity 

(2) Sub (1) does not limit the maters from which inferences may properly be drawn 
Discretionary exclusion – s 135 EA 
The court may refuse to admit evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger that the evidence might –  

(a) Be unfairly prejudicial to a party 
(b) Be misleading or confusing 
(c) Cause or result in undue waste of time 
(d) Unnecessarily demean the deceased in a criminal proceeding for a homicide offence 

• NB – evidence may be held to be relevant under s 55, but judged to be too remote and therefore result in 
an undue waste of time under s 135(c) 

R v Stephenson           
- The probative value of the evidence would arguably be substantially outweighed by the danger that it would be 

unfairly prejudicial to a party 
- It might be used by the jury – ‘in an unacceptable was, for example, by provoking some irrational, emotional or 

illogical response, or by giving it more weight it truly deserves 
- A jury who heard that any of the occupants of the Fiat had been drinking, perhaps while driving, might reason 

prejudicially, ignoring the remoteness of that evidence to the fact in issue 
- Furthermore, the evidence would be potentially misleading or confusing, and could well have resulted in an undue 

waste of time 


